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Critique 1:  
 
1. “I am concerned that mice lacking chemokine receptors necessary for Langerhans cell 
repopulation will have severely depleted cells even before LPS depletion, make the 
model problematic.” This is addressed in the second page of the Research Design and 
Methods section (Aim 1), second paragraph: “If the absence of a particular signal in 
knockout mice leads to a decrease in constitutive levels of LC within the skin, it may not 
be possible to look at LPS depletion and recovery of LC in these subjects.  However, 
such a result in and of itself will serve as evidence for the involvement of this/these 
signal(s) in the seeding of the skin with LC.  If treatment with a specific signal rather than 
the lack thereof, leads to diminished constitutive LC levels, this finding will be more 
problematic.  In such a case, different doses and routes of administration (eg IV or IP) of 
the agent will be tried and doses/routes that do not lead to depletion of LC will be 
employed.”  
 
2. “I am not sure if the principal investigator has experience in this type of investigation 
(immunophenotyping).” This is addressed on the second page of the Aim 2 sub section of 
the Research Design and Methods section (end of the paragraph which starts at the 
bottom of the second page of this sub section): “The PI does not have recent experience 
with flow cytometry aided immunophenotyping.  However, many such studies were 
performed by him during his graduate and post doctoral studies in analyzing and sorting 
T cell subsets by flow and the MHC class I and class II expression of fibrosarcoma cells 
by specific immunfluorescent staining and flow cytometry.”  
 
3. “No data on the success rate of these applications (for entry into health related 
professional programs) are provided.”  And “It is not clear whether this principal 
investigator has a good record of students successfully entering health sciences.” This is 
addressed in the Resources section of the proposal: “The acceptance rate for OSU 
students who applied for entry into health related professional programs last year (‘02/’3 
academic year) was as follows: Medical, 66%; Dental, 56%; Podiatry, 100%; and 
Optometry, 75%.” In the Impact sub-section of Resources the following information has 
also been added:  “Over the past 8 years, of undergraduate students who have performed 
research under the guidance of the PI, 4 have entered graduate programs in biomedical 
fields, 3 have entered medical schools and 1 has entered podiatry school.  Over the PI’s 
total career, 13 undergraduate graduate students have been listed as co-authors on his 
peer-reviewed journal publications.”  
 
Critique 2 
 
1.  “Needs different method of euthanasia.” This is addressed at various places 
throughout the text by substituting CO2 inhalation for metofane inhalation as a method of 
euthanasia. 
2.  “One difficulty is that if animals with appropriate transgenic or knockout mutations do 
not deplete their LC following LPS treatment or if treatment with appropriate kines or 



antibodies affect redistribution, it will be difficult to determine which of these cytokines 
or chemokines is responsible for recruitment.” This is addressed in the second page of the 
Research Design and Methods section (Aim 1), second paragraph:  “It is also possible 
that animals with specific transgenic or knockout mutations will not deplete their LC 
following LPS treatment.  This is possible but not likely since no overlap in signals for 
DC development or entry into the periphery and those that stimulate their egress from the 
periphery has been observed to date.  However, if this is observed, it will make 
depletion/recovery studies impossible for this particular defect/agent.”3. Although not in 
answer to a specific critique, the PI added new methodology to the Specific Aims 2 sub 
section of the Methods portion of the proposal.  This was done to better understand 
whether cytokines which modulate LC regeneration within the epidermis do so by 
promoting precursor maturation or actual entry into the skin: “This will be done by 
intravenous transfer of whole peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) (or CD34+ 
cells enriched by specific antibody and magnetic beads with the appropriate secondary 
antibody) from mice otherwise genetically identical to the transgenic recipient.  Cell dose 
will be varied from 1 X 106 to 5 X 106 per recipient for whole PBMC or 5 X 104 to 1 X 
105 for CD34+ cells per recipient.  Recipients will not be sub-lethally irradiated since 
bone marrow establishment is not necessary and irradiation would add an undesirable 
variable to the experiments.  Controls will consist of recipients that receive PBMC or 
CD34+ cells from other transgenic rather than normal mice as well as normal mice 
receiving donor cells from other normal mice.  If transfer of cells fails to enhance LC 
recovery in these studies, no conclusions can be made since technical difficulties could 
account for this lack of effect.  However, if LC recovery is enhanced, these results will 
serve as significant evidence that at least a portion of the diminished LC recovery 
associated with the genetic defect is in the maturation of LC precursors to the point of 
being fully capable of entering the skin.”  
 
I would like to thank the reviewers for their suggestions.  I feel that the response to these 
reviews has improved the quality of this proposal/project.  
 
Sincerely, 
David Kim Burnham, Ph.D. 
 
A. Specific Aims 

 
These studies will test the hypothesis that requirements for in vivo Langerhans 

cell (LC) development are unique as compared to other types of dendritic cells.  This 
hypothesis is suggested by preliminary results that indicate that GM-CSF plays a larger 
role and Flt3 ligand a lesser role in Langerhans cell development as compared to other 
types of dendritic cells (ref. 12, reprint in Appendix). 
 
1. Analyze the density of LC in cytokine/chemokine and receptor transgenic and 
null mice prior to and following LC depletion.  In order to determine whether 
requirements for LC development are unique as compared to other types of DC, 
epidermal LC density will be assessed prior to and at various time points during depletion 
and recovery among cytokine/chemokine and receptor transgenic and null mice.  In 



addition, for signals for which transgenic mice are unavailable, mice will be subjected to 
daily injections of specific cytokines/chemokines/soluble receptors and antibodies that 
specifically block these agents. 
 
2. Determine whether effects on LC recovery are due to modulation of precursor 
maturation.  Transgenic mice that show diminished LC recovery will receive peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells from normal genetically related donors to determine if the defect 
is due to the lack of precursors that have matured to the point that they are capable of 
entering the skin.  In other studies, the maturity of epidermal LC in transgenic mice 
following recovery from depletion will be analyzed to determine whether post skin entry 
maturation is effected.  In these subsequent studies, epidermal cell suspensions will be 
obtained prior to depletion and at various times during recovery of LC among genetically 
altered or cytokine/chemokine treated mice.  LC will be purified from these cell 
suspensions and surface markers analyzed for cell surface phenotype and antigen 
presentation/T cell costimulatory function. 
 
B. Background and Significance        
  

As the resident dendritic cells (DC) of mammalian epidermis, Langerhans cells 
(LC) function as sentinel cells capable of initiating immune responses (1).  In order to do 
so, LC take up and process antigen within the epidermis prior to migrating to draining 
lymph nodes where they present antigen to thymus derived lymphocytes (1, 2).  The 
turnover of LC within the skin depends upon an influx of CD34+ myeloid precursors 
from the peripheral blood in response to regulatory factors (2-4).  The migration of LC 
and their regeneration from peripheral blood precursors is critical for normal cutaneous 
homeostasis and immunity in health and disease.  Peripheral DC such as LC may be 
especially important in immunity within this tissue, since these are the cells that normally 
load antigen and then migrate to secondary lymphoid tissue (1,2).  Therefore, an 
understanding of the in vivo developmental pathway of LC precursors may be critical to 
the understanding and treatment of many skin disorders, including cutaneous infections, 
eczema, psoriasis, contact hypersensitivity, cutaneous neoplasia and Langerhans cell 
histiocytosis (LCH).  The life cycle of LC appears to involve three critical stages.  1) The 
blood precursor that is capable of maturation and homing to the epidermis (5-7);  This 
ability to home to the skin presumably involves the presence of receptors to cytokines 
and chemokines which attract them to the epidermis (such as TGFβ, and the CCR6 
receptor for MIP-3a) (5-7) ; 2) The epidermal Langerhans cell which is primarily geared 
toward the uptake of antigen and bears receptors for cytokines and chemokines which can 
stimulate LC to leave the epidermis and migrate to draining lymph nodes (such as LPS, 
TNFα, Il-1 and the CCR7 receptor for 6 Ckine) (5-7); and 3) Interdigitating cells which 
represent the mature form of LC which have entered the lymph node and are capable of 
attracting and stimulating T cells (1,2).  These cells are primarily geared to the expression 
of antigen on the cell surface in conjunction with MHC class II molecules along with 
costimulatory surface molecules and the release of T cell stimulatory cytokines (1,2).  
This project will be directed toward the signals involved in converting the blood 
precursor (#1, above) into the epidermal LC (#2, above) and subsequent migration into 
the epidermis.  In culture, GM-CSF appears to be key to the development of LC and other 



DC for both humans and mice (5-7), while TNFα, c Kit ligand, TGFβ and Flt3 (fms-like 
tyrosine kinase 3) ligand have been shown to increase in vitro DC yield in both systems 
as well (2,5,7,8).  TGFβ knockout mice are devoid of LC, while Il-4 transgenic mice have 
been shown to have increased numbers of epidermal LC (3,9).In contrast to in vitro 
studies, the influence of GM-CSF on DC levels in vivo in lymphoid tissues such as 
spleen or thymus has been small, as tested in GM-CSF transgenic, GM-CSF knockout 
and GM-CSF receptor knockout mice (10).  In vivo, Flt3 ligand has a much more 
dramatic influence in promoting DC development as compared to GM-CSF (11).  
However, GM-CSF did appear to influence DC numbers in lymph nodes, suggesting it 
was an important cytokine for at least one DC type (10).  One problem in studying factors 
that govern LC development is that the numbers normally found in the epidermis may be 
near maximal with space considerations or feedback systems limiting further entry or 
development.  Accordingly, a highly useful means of studying the requirements for LC 
development and entry into the epidermis in adult mice is to deplete these cells and 
follow their recovery to normal numbers within the epidermis.  In the proposed study, LC 
recovery in the ear skin of normal, transgenic, null and cytokine/chemokine treated mice 
will be examined following depletion of these cells from the epidermis. Previous studies 
of the PI relate to Langerhans cells migration from the skin rather than entry into the skin.  
Therefore, this project represents a new area.  However, preliminary results of the PI 
obtained during a sabbatical visit to the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute for Medical 
Research in Melbourne, Australia suggest that GM-CSF actively participates in the 
recruitment/maturation of LC in vivo while Flt3 ligand plays a minor role if any  (12).  
These results contrast sharply with prior demonstrations that GM-CSF plays a minimal 
role and Flt3 ligand a major role in the in vivo development of splenic and thymic DC 
(10,11).  However, they are in agreement with one recent study in which systemic 
treatment of patients with melanoma with Flt3 ligand resulted in increased numbers of 
dendritic cells in the dermis but not in the epidermis (13).  The proposed studies would 
extend the preliminary findings above and further examine the unique requirements for 
the maturation of LC and their entry into the epidermis. The results of the proposed study 
will provide critical insights into the control of replacement of LC in the epidermis from 
blood precursors.  This is important due to the essential role of LC in cutaneous health 
and disease.  The severity of skin lesions associated with psoriasis and contact 
hypersensitivity correlates with the density of LC in the affected area (14, 15).  In 
addition, LC density is reduced above sites of melanoma and the level of T lymphocyte 
responses specific for the melanoma correlates positively with the density of LC in these 
areas (13).  There is also evidence that Langerhans’ cell histiocytosis may involve a block 
in maturation of LC precursors.  A better understanding of the unique set of critical 
mediators of LC development will lead to means of intervening at early stages in 
processes mediated or ameliorated by immune responses within the skin. 



B. Preliminary Studies 
 

Since most of what is known concerning LC development has come from in vitro 
studies, it is important to begin to elucidate the role of cytokines in the development of 
LC in vivo.  To begin to determine if GM-CSF has a role in LC development/entry at 
steady state levels, epidermis was harvested from the dorsal ear skin of normal and 
variously genetically altered mice and stained for the presence of IA+ Langerhans cells.  
Controls for GM-CSF and Il-5 receptor common beta chain null (bc-/-) mice consisted of 
C57BL/6 mice (since these bc-/-have been bred onto a C57BL/6 background), while 
controls for GM-CSF overexpressors and combined GM-CSF, Il-5 receptor beta chain 
and Il-3 receptor beta chain null (bc-/-, bIL-3-/-) consisted of litter mates and 129/SV mice 
respectively.  As shown in Fig. 1 (reprint of reference 12, Appendix), GM-CSF/IL-5 
common beta receptor null (bc-/-) and combined bc-/- and bIL-3-/- mice both exhibited a 
reduced level of LC while GM-CSF transgenic mice (GM-CSF+) exhibited an increased 
LC density within the skin.  These results suggest a role for GM-CSF in regulating steady 
state LC levels within the skin of mice.  The observation that LC levels in mice null for 
both receptors for GM-CSF and Il-3 are similar to those null for GM-CSF, further 
suggest that the inability to respond to IL-3 does not contribute to the decrease in LC 
density. In order to determine if Flt3 has a role in LC development at steady state levels, 
mice received five daily injections of Flt3 ligand prior to sacrifice and epidermal harvest 
and staining.  As shown in Fig. 1 (Appendix), Flt3 ligand treatment failed to increase 
steady state levels of LC. In order to assess LC recovery following depletion from the 
epidermis LPS was applied to both ears of mice on consecutive days (days 0 and 1).  
Beginning on day 2, pairs of mice were randomly sacrificed every 2 days and the 
epidermis harvested from dorsal ear skin.  LC were enumerated as described above.  
Preliminary results using C57BL/6 mice suggested that maximal depletion of LC was 
observed by day 4 with recovery beginning about day 8 (data not shown).  This is 
consistent with other published reports that LPS stimulates the migration of peripheral 
DC from a variety of tissues to secondary lymphoid tissue (18-20).  These published 
studies also show that depletion of LC in response to LPS is due to migration of LC and 
not apoptosis or down regulation of surface markers (18-20).LC recovery after LPS 
treatment was lengthy, with recovery still incomplete by day 12 in C57BL/6 control mice 
(Fig. 2a, Appendix).  This recovery time is of longer duration than observed in studies in 
which LC were depleted following hapten exposure (2 to 5 days) (20).  This may be due 
in part to the greater level of depletion, which follows LPS treatment. It is also possible 
that the effects of LPS in these studies are systemic, leading to a greater system-wide 
depletion of LC and other DC.  In fact, preliminary studies have indicated that topical 
application of LPS to the left ear of each mouse, leads to 80% LC depletion in the same 
ear but also 65% depletion of LC in the right (untreated) ear (results not shown).  
However, similar kinetics of epidermal LC recovery were observed by other investigators 
following mild heat injury with full recovery taking up to 2 weeks (21).  These authors 
also showed evidence that regeneration did not result from local precursors based on the 
absence of mitosis and the observation that replenishment occurred from the center of 
affected areas rather than the periphery. In order to determine if LC recovery is defective 
in the absence of GM-CSF, LPS was topically applied to the ears of bc-/- mice bred onto a 
C57/BL6 background (94/BL/6), and C57BL/6 controls on consecutive days and ear 



epidermis harvested beginning on day 4 and stained for LC at two day intervals.  As 
shown in Figure 2a (Appendix), LC recovery was significantly delayed in bc-/- mice 
relative to controls. The changes in LC numbers are unlikely to reflect loss of MHC, 
since the degree of staining was bright and showed no sign of reduction in intensity in 
any of the experimental groups.  In addition, decreased surface expression of IA would be 
unlikely to explain the delayed recovery of cells bearing this marker in GM-CSF receptor 
null mice following LPS treatment.   

In order to determine if LC recovery is enhanced in the presence of a high level of 
constitutive GM-CSF expression, LC recovery was examined following LPS depletion as 
above in GM-CSF transgenic mice.  Similar to the previous study, these transgenics 
exhibited a higher density of LC prior to LC treatment as compared to litter mate controls 
(Fig. 2b, Appendix).  In addition, LC density was higher in overexpressors at days 10 and 
13 as the starting levels were reestablished.  However, as compared to littermate controls, 
the differences were not statistically significant and excess GM-CSF had only a minor 
effect on the rate of recovery.  It is possible that an increase in GM-CSF levels is 
necessary for enhanced recovery of LC or that a higher threshold level for GM-CSF 
stimulation exists in these mice.  And it is also possible that normal GM-CSF levels are 
nearly saturating. 

In order to determine whether Flt3 ligand could enhance LC recovery, mice were 
injected subcutaneously with Flt3 ligand (10 µg/mouse/day) every day after LPS 
treatment until ear harvest.   As shown in Fig. 3a (Appendix), Flt3 ligand treated mice 
showed only a mild increase in LC recovery if at all.  

Since Flt3 ligand has been suggested to act by enhancing the generation of DC 
progenitors, treatment of mice with this agent prior to LPS depletion could result in a 
more dramatic effect on LC recovery.  Therefore, one group of C57BL/6 mice was 
subjected to daily Flt3 ligand injections 5 days prior to treatment of ears with LPS, with 
continued daily injections throughout the course of the experiment as above.  As shown 
in Fig. 3b (Appendix), Flt3 ligand treated did not exhibit enhanced recovery as compared 
to untreated controls.   

The limited effect of Flt3 ligand on LC contrasts sharply with studies performed 
in the same laboratory which show that treatment of mice with this agent lead to dramatic 
increases in the numbers of DC observed in secondary lymphoid tissues as well as 
peripheral blood, gastrointestinal lymphoid tissue, peritoneal cavity, liver, lung, bone 
marrow and thymus (11).  The lack of enhancement of LC recovery by Flt3 ligand may 
suggest that the supply of immediate LC precursors becomes exhausted following 
prolonged Flt3 treatment.  This is consistent with the suggestion that Flt3 ligand may 
primarily promote expansion of DC precursors rather than differentiation (9).  It is also 
possible that Flt3 ligand may effect separate sub-populations of LC progenitors 
differently.  One group of investigators has suggested that a reservoir of immature LC 
precursors may exist associated with hair follicles within the skin (22).  It is possible that 
such a population of cells may be differentially effected by Flt3 ligand as compared to 
other LC progenitors.  Phenotypic studies of LC at various time points following LPS 
depletion could presumably answer this question (see Proposed Research Plan).Together 
these preliminary results support a role for GM-CSF in the recruitment or maturation of 
LC in vivo.  Previous studies showed only minor differences in DC levels in in the spleen 
and thymus of GM-CSF transgenics and GM-CSF and GM-CSF receptor null mice as 



compared to controls (10).  However, these previous studies did show marked decreases 
with respect to lymph node DC in the absence of GM-CSF or its receptor.  Therefore, the 
recruitment/maturation of LC and lymph node DC are apparently enhanced by GM-CSF 
in contrast to what is observed with splenic and thymic DC (10).  This is supported by the 
observation of a separate set of investigators that intradermal transfection with the gene 
for GM-CSF coupled to a constitutively active promoter leads to an increased density of 
epidermal LC (23).  In sharp contrast to other in vivo studies involving other types of DC 
(11), Flt3 showed little or no effect on LC development in this study.  Together, these 
results suggest a unique set of requirements for LC development in vivo as compared to 
other types of DC. 



D. Research Design and Methods  
 
Aim 1. Analyze the density of LC in cytokine/chemokine and receptor transgenic 
and null mice prior to and following LC depletion. 
 

A number of studies in both mice and humans have addressed requirements for 
cells with LC characteristics in vitro, but little data is available concerning possible 
unique requirements for LC development in vivo.  This will be done in part by depleting 
LC by topical LPS treatment of mice which are transgenic or null for cytokine/chemokine 
and cytokine/chemokine gene receptors and assessing the extent and kinetics of LC 
recovery within the epidermis using IA, CD1a and CD45 as markers as described above.  
A GM-CSF and IL-5 common receptor beta chain null (bc-/-) mice  mutation was 
generated in a 129/SV mouse (24).  Mice with this mutation have been serially back-
crossed with C57/BL6 mice for 9 generations (strain designation B6/94) (24)    GM-CSF 
transgenic C57BL/6 x SJL F2 hybrid mice and their non-transgenic litter mates will also 
be employed (25).  A mutant strain lacking both the GM-CSF and IL-5 receptor common 
beta chain (bc-/-) and the IL-3 receptor beta chain (bIL3c-/-) will also be used as well as 
TGFβ and Il-4 knockout mice and Il-4 overexpressor mice obtained from Jackson 
Laboratory (Bar Harbor, Maine).  Control mice will consist of male and female litter 
mates where appropriate or inbred strains for mutants which have been successfully back-
crossed onto a background strain. These mice (except for the TGFβ and Il-4 transgenic 
and knockouts to be obtained from Jax Mice) are available to the PI from collaborators 
Ken Shortman and Lorraine Robb at the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical 
Research (see letter of collaboration in the Appendix).Mice subjected to LC depletion by 
topical LPS application will be sacrificed by CO2 inhalation at varying intervals 
following treatment and the ears harvested.  Dorsal ear skin will be removed using two 
pairs of fine forceps.  Sections of ear skin will be subsequently placed on BSS with 
0.02% EDTA (dermal side down) and incubated for 1 hr at 37oC.  The epidermis of each 
section will be gently peeled back using a scalpel and placed in BSS.  After harvest, 
epidermal sheets will be fixed in acetone for 10 min at room temperature.  Epidermal 
sections will be washed twice in BSS and stored in BSS at 4oC in 96 well trays until all 
sections for a given experiment had been harvested.  Sections will be stained specifically 
for IA by addition of 50 ml of a 1:200 dilution of FITC conjugated anti-IA followed by 
incubation overnight at 4oC. Following staining, each section will be washed twice with 
BSS before mounting on a microscope slide in one drop of Vectashield or DABKO 
mount and covered with a cover slip.  The density of LC will be determined by counting 
stained cells with LC morphology and expressed as LC /mm2.  Each treatment group will 
include at least two mice and a minimum of 10 fields will be used for counting for each 
tissue.    A student t test will be applied to compare experimental means to that of the 
control. It is possible that LC depletion by LPS treatment could affect the level of IA 
expressed by LC and other cell types such as keratinocytes within the epidermis.  
However, preliminary results suggest that LC which does not migrate is similar in 
brightness (by immunofluorescence) to LC stained within non-depleted control epidermal 
sections.  The possibility of induction of IA on keratinocytes is not likely to present a 
problem since the morphology of these cells is very different from LC.  However, if for 
some reason, a change in IA expression makes counting of LC difficult, the use of 



separate markers including CD1a and CD45 will clarify this issue.  If 
immunofluorescence or immunoperoxidase results are not conclusive for the reasons 
listed above, an ATPase assay will also be employed.  ATPase activity  among cells 
contained within these epidermal sheets will be detected by the procedure of Baker and 
Habowsky (26).  Following fixation in buffered formaldehyde, epidermal sheets will be 
incubated in the presence of ATPase-PbNO3 substrate (Sigma) followed by the addition 
of ammonium sulfide. Other studies will assess the role of cytokines and ligands by 
examining LC recovery in the ear epidermis of mice treated with these agents.  Murine 
Flt3 ligand has been generated (11) from CHO cells transfected with soluble Flt3 
ligand/FLAG peptide construct in the mammalian expression plasmid pEF-BOS (Rasko 
et al, 1995) and was purified over an anti-FLAG, M2 affinity column.  The eluted fusion 
protein was then purified by ion-exchange chromatography and HPLC.  In initial studies, 
mice will be injected daily with Flt3 ligand (10 µg in PBS containing 1 mg/ml mouse 
serum albumin, 100 ml total volume), subcutaneously via the nape of the neck.  Control 
mice not receiving Flt3 ligand will receive similar injections which will consist of just 
PBS containing 1 mg/ml mouse serum albumin.  Mice will receive Flt3 ligand injections 
throughout the time course of LPS treatment.  Other agents to be similarly analyzed 
include purified recombinant cytokines; GM-CSF, Il-3, and Il-4; chemokines MCP-1, 
MIP-3α, and C6 chemokine (all commercially available), as well as solubilized 
chemokine and cytokine receptors.  MIP-3α has been shown to be involved in the 
attraction of LC to sites of inflammation (27) and combined treatment of LC precursors 
in vitro with MIP-3α and TGFβ promotes passage of these cells through a reconstituted 
dermal-epidermal barrier (28). If the absence of a particular signal in knockout mice leads 
to a decrease in constitutive levels of LC within the skin, it may not be possible to look at 
LPS depletion and recovery of LC in these subjects.  However, such a result in and of 
itself will serve as evidence for the involvement of this/these signal(s) in the seeding of 
the skin with LC.  If treatment with a specific signal rather than the lack thereof, leads to 
diminished constitutive LC levels, this finding will be more problematic.  In such a case, 
different doses and routes of administration (eg IV or IP) of the agent will be tried and 
doses/routes that do not lead to depletion of LC will be employed.  It is also possible that 
animals with specific transgenic or knockout mutations will not deplete their LC 
following LPS treatment.  This is possible but not likely since no overlap in signals for 
DC development or entry into the periphery and those that stimulate their egress from the 
periphery has been observed to date.  However, if this is observed, it will make 
depletion/recovery studies impossible for this particular defect/agent.  The results of the 
studies in this aim will determine a set of cytokines that enhance the seeding of epidermis 
by LC.  Preliminary results suggest that GM-CSF enhances LC development but is not 
required.  Similarly Flt3 seems to have little effect on this process.  At least two separate 
types of events are required for replenishment of LC within the epidermis.  One is the 
maturation of LC precursors and the other is their physical entry into the epidermis. 
Whatever agents tested above enhance LC recovery could do so by effecting either or 
both of these processes.  Aim 2 studies will help to distinguish between these two 
possibilities. If LC are heterogeneous, various agents may promote specific subsets 
without effecting others, while the absence of certain factors may allow entry of LC into 
the skin in the absence of complete differentiation.  For this later reason, Aim 2 studies 
below will analyze the maturation state of LC obtained from the above genetically altered 



and treated mice by cell surface phenotype and function to determine if specific sets of 
conditions may allow for entry of LC in the absence of complete differentiation. 
 
Aim 2. Determine whether effects on LC recovery are due to modulation of 
precursor maturation.   

 
Impairment of LC recovery as observed in Aim 1 studies could be due to impaired 

entry of LC precursors into the skin or to their maturation or both.  Therefore, prior to 
analyzing the phenotype and function of LC from genetically altered and treated mice 
which exhibited impaired LC recovery in Aim 1 studies, studies will be performed to 
determine whether LC recovery might be impaired due to a decrease in maturation of LC 
precursors to the point that they are not fully capable of entering the skin.  This will be 
done by intravenous transfer of whole peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) (or 
CD34+ cells enriched by specific antibody and magnetic beads with the appropriate 
secondary antibody) from mice otherwise genetically identical to the transgenic recipient.  
Cell dose will be varied from 1 X 106 to 5 X 106 per recipient for whole PBMC or 5 X 
104 to 1 X 105 for CD34+ cells per recipient.  Recipients will not be sub-lethally 
irradiated since bone marrow establishment is not necessary and irradiation would add an 
undesirable variable to the experiments.  Controls will consist of recipients that receive 
PBMC or CD34+ cells from other transgenic rather than normal mice as well as normal 
mice receiving donor cells from other normal mice.  If transfer of cells fails to enhance 
LC recovery in these studies, no conclusions can be made since technical difficulties 
could account for this lack of effect.  However, if LC recovery is enhanced, these results 
will serve as significant evidence that at least a portion of the diminished LC recovery 
associated with the genetic defect is in the maturation of LC precursors to the point of 
being fully capable of entering the skin. In other studies, the post skin entry maturity of 
LC in genetically altered mice will be assessed by analyzing the morphology, surface 
phenotype and cytokine secretion and subsequently function of these cells following 
depletion and recovery.  In each case, LC from non-depleted genetically altered and 
normal mice will serve as controls.  These studies will complement those above that 
examine maturation of LC in terms of skin entry by determining if specific signals might 
allow for entry of LC precursors in the absence of complete maturation. LC will be 
purified in the following manner for cell surface staining, analysis of cytokine expression 
and for functional studies.  Total body skin from mice will be floated, dermal side down, 
on a solution of 0.5% trypsin for 35 min at 37°C in the presence of 5% CO2. Following 
incubation, the loosened epidermal sheets will be peeled from the skin and cell 
suspensions generated by addition of a solution of 0.05% DNase I and gentle rubbing 
with the smooth tip of a glass rod.  The resulting epidermal cells will be subsequently 
enriched for Langerhans cells by centrifugation through ficoll-hypaque (with a density of 
1.077 g/cc).  The floating cells will then be stained with anti-IA FITC and positive cells 
sorted with the aid of a   FACSCaliber® flow cytometer.  This will be performed at the 
OSU Veterinary Medicine flow cytometry facility (approximately one quarter of a mile 
from the PIs laboratory, see description of facility in the appendix).Analysis of LC cell 
surface markers will be performed to assess the effects of the above agents on LC.  
Freshly harvested and short term cultured LC will be stained by specific direct or indirect 
immunofluorescence for IA, CD1a, CD80, CD86, CD40, specific chemokine receptors 



and E-cadherein associated with LC within the skin (CCR1, CCR2, CCR6) as well as the 
gain of others associated with LC maturation (CCR4, CCR7 and CXCR4 and increases in 
IA, CD80 and CD86) and analyzed by flow cytometric analysis to assess LC maturation 
(1,2,9) with the aid of a FACSCaliber®  flow cytometer. Initially, IA will be blocked by 
antibodies used for LC isolation.  However, the rapid turnover of membrane IA in these 
cells will re-establish unbound membrane IA. All flow cytometric analysis will be 
performed at the OSU Veterinary Medicine flow cytometry facility (see above).  
Expected cell surface profiles for LC maturation states are as follows:  Immature (LC 
precursor) - IA low, CD1a low, CD40 negative, CD86 negative, CD80 negative; Mature 
skin resident LC - IA moderate, CD1a high, CD40 low, CD86 low, CD80 negative, 
CCR6 positive, CCR7 negative;  Activated LC - IA high, CD1a negative, CD40 high, 
CD86 high, CD80 high, CCR6 negative, CCR7 positive.  The PI does not have recent 
experience with flow cytometry aided immunophenotyping.  However, many such studies 
were performed by him during his graduate and post doctoral studies in analyzing and 
sorting T cell subsets by flow and the MHC class I and class II expression of 
fibrosarcoma cells by specific immunfluorescent staining and flow cytometry. For short 
term culture, purified LC will be placed in round-bottomed 96 well trays in complete 
RPMI with 10% fetal bovine serum, and various combinations of TNFα (1 ng/ml), GM-
CSF (100 U/ml) and Il-4 (100 U/ml).  In other cases, CD40 ligand, LPS and 
Staphylococcal enterotoxin A will also be added at varying concentrations as inducers of 
LC differentiation since other investigators have shown CD40 ligand and LPS to 
stimulate LC activation (9,19,29) while the PI has shown that the superantigen, 
Staphylococcal enterotoxin A stimulates migration of LC from the epidermis (30,31).  
After varying lengths of culture at 37oC with 5% CO2, LC will be harvested, stained for 
surface markers and subjected to flow cytometric analysis as described below and 
classified according to stage of maturation/activation as described above.  This will be 
done by incubating these cells first with primary antibody followed by an appropriate 
secondary antibody coupled to FITC.  Stained cells will be analyzed with the aid of a 
FACSCaliber® flow cytometer.  In some cases two-color fluorescence will be performed.  
In these cases cells will be stained as above for IA by FITC while cells will also be 
stained with a separate biotinylated antibody, followed by avidin conjugated 
phycoerythrin.  In these studies, dot plots will be used to gate on IA positive cells which 
will then be analyzed for presence of the other surface marker being analyzed. In order to 
examine the cytokine expression of cultured LC, initial screening of lysates of cultures of 
purified LC for cytokine specific transcription will be performed by RNAse protection 
employing labeled mRNA specific probes.  This will be done with a commercial kit 
(Riboquant, Pharmingen) which is designed to measure 11 mRNA species in a single 
assay.  This assay involves the synthesis of labeled RNA specific probes which are then 
allowed to hybridize with target RNA preps from cell lysates, followed by digestion of 
free probe with RNAses.  Finally the remaining RNAse protected probes are resolved on 
polyacrylamide gels and quantified.  Using the mCK-2 and mCK-3 template sets, it will 
be possible to screen for mRNA message specific for:  Il-1α, Il-1β, Il-6, Il-10, Il-12, 
TNFα and TNFβ.  Following the initial screening, supernatants from epidermal cell 
cultures will subsequently be tested for the production of those cytokines for which the 
corresponding mRNA species were induced.  This will be done by ELISA assay.  This 
plan of attack will save time and expense involved in assaying irrelevant cytokines.  In 



addition, those cytokines detected by the RNAse protection assay will also be identified 
among whole epidermal cell suspensions by double staining and flow cytometric 
analysis.  This will be done by cell surface staining specific for IA and cytoplasmic 
staining for the specific cytokine with chromophores which fluoresce at different 
wavelengths such as fluorescein and phycoerythrin.  This will allow gateing on the IA 
positive population for analysis of intracytoplasmic cytokine expression.   Cytokines 
expected if LC mature include Il-1β and Il-12 since these cytokines have been shown to 
be induced  by culture of LC (9).  Secretion of large amounts of any of these cytokines, 
but particularly Il-1β and TNFα will serve as evidence of the capacity of these LC for 
activation based on the findings of other investigators (9,29).In subsequent studies, the 
function of LC generated following depletion in null, transgenic and treated mice will be 
asessed.  This will be done, in part, by determining the capacity of short term cultured or 
emigrated LC to stimulate T cell proliferation. Mixed leukocyte, OVA specific T cell 
responses will be carried out in V-bottomed 96-well culture plates to ensure LC-T cell 
contact.  Responder cells (20,000/well) will be mixed with varying numbers of purified 
LC in 200 ml of complete RPMI-1640 medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum and 2-
mercaptoethanol (10-4 M) and incubated at 37oC in humidified 5% CO2. For thymidine 
incorporation, cultures will be pulsed 1-6 days into culture with 1.0 µCi of 3H thymidine 
6-18 hours prior to harvest on glass fiber sheets for counting.  Radioactivity will be 
measured by liquid scintillation counting using a Beckman LS-II scintillation counter.  
By pulsing and harvesting at different time points during culture, it may be possible to 
examine whether LC from different mice have effects which occur early or late within the 
response.  In addition, the availability of  Il 2 could also become limiting late in the 
response.  Because of this, Il 2 will be added to designated cultures. In these studies, 
responder T cells for LC obtained from strains involving a C57BL/6 background will be 
obtained from either normal CBA mice (for allogeneic responses), C57BL/6 mice 
immunized against ovalbumin (OVA)  or OVA specific TCR transgenic mice.  These 
mice (C57BL/6-TgN(TcrOva)1100Mjb) will be obtained from The Jackson Laboratory.  
These transgenics express a TCR specific for OVA presented in the context of MHC 
class I on a C57BL/6 background (32).  CD4+ T cells will be isolated from lymph nodes 
of normal C57BL/6 or transgenic female mice by coating lymphocyte suspensions with 
saturating levels of mAb recognizing CD8 (53-6.7), MHC class II (M5/114), and red 
blood cells (TER 119).  Anti-B220 (RA3-6B2) will also be included to exclude any 
B220+ T cells.  The cells will then be washed and coated cells as well as B cells removed 
using a 1:1 mixture of anti-rat and anti-mouse IgG coupled magnetic beads (Dynabeads) 
at a 8:1 bead-to-cell ratio.  CD8+ T cells will be isolated as described above except that 
anti-CD4 (GK1.5) will be employed in the antibody cocktail in place of anti-CD8.  In 
certain cases, a mAb specific for CD44 (IM7.81) will be employed in the cocktail to 
deplete pre-activated T cells to differentiate between effects on naive versus sensitized T 
cells.  For LC obtained from genetically altered strains not on a C57BL/6 background, 
responder cells will be derived from appropriate H-2 allogeneic donors.  For the 
generation of OVA specific responder T cells, mice syngeneic to those that will serve as 
LC donors will be immunized by four flank injections with 100 µg of OVA emulsified in 
complete Freund's adjuvant.  Two to three weeks later, the draining lymph nodes will be 
obtained as a source of OVA primed T cells.  In these studies, LC will be pre-incubated 
with OVA overnight prior to the addition of T cells from OVA primed or transgenic 



donors.  In order to examine the functional phenotype of responding T cells, supernatants 
from the mixed leukocyte and OVA primed LC - T cell cultures will be harvested after 
varying lengths of culture.  These supernatants will be analyzed for Il 2, Il 4, IFN-g and Il 
10 by ELISA assay using commercial kits.  Again, the 20 to 40 fold ratio of T cells to LC 
will simplify the interpretation of the cell source of these cytokines.  Il 2 will be analyzed 
in order to determine whether concentration of this cytokine limits T cell proliferation.  If 
Il 2 is limiting, exogenous Il 2 will be added in some cases to determine if other factors 
become limiting in the presence of saturating levels of Il 2.  Among cultures involving 
CD4+ responder cells, the levels of the other three cytokines will give further information 
on whether LC from different mice have preferentially induce TH1 versus TH2 type 
responses.  The TH1 versus TH2 phenotype of responding T cells is important since 
activated LC normally preferentially stimulate TH1 responses.  These T cell proliferation 
studies will also serve as a useful gauge of the maturation state of cultured LC from 
different donors since immature LC are very poor stimulators of T cell proliferation 
(1,2,33).  Therefore, if LC found following replenishment in a particular null strain of 
mice fail to stimulate T cell proliferation, such results would serve as evidence for a 
maturational defect in LC in the absence of the expression of the gene in question.  In 
addition, the analysis of cytokine release during stimulation of T cell proliferation by LC 
from genetically altered mice, will suggest whether TH1 or TH2 responses are being 
induced.  Whether this balance can be altered by the developmental microenvironment of 
LC would be very important in cases such as infectious disease where this balance may 
be critical in determining the outcome of host pathogen interactions. The results of Aim 2 
indicate whether the LC precursors which normally replenish the epidermis following 
depletion in various genetically altered or cytokine/chemokine treated mice mature to the 
point at which they are fully capable of entering the skin and whether those that do enter 
the skin are functionally equivalent to LC normally found within the epidermis by virtue 
of their cell surface markers, cytokine secretion profile and ability to stimulate T cell 
proliferation following further maturation in culture.  This differentiation may be very 
important since separate signals may stimulate the maturation of LC precursors to the 
stage at which they are fully capable; of entering the skin as compared to those involved 
in skin entry and post-entry maturation.  Together, the results of Aims 1 and 2 will 
suggest the relative roles of specific cytokines and chemokines in LC maturation and 
entry into the epidermis and whether, the development of LC involves a unique set of 
signals as compared to other DC types.  These results together with subsequent studies 
specifically directed at entry of precursors or their maturation within the skin may also 
suggest means of altering the developmental pathway of LC.  In turn, these results will 
lead to better methods of controlling the entry and maturation of peripheral dendritic cell 
precursors into other tissue sites as well. The results of the proposed study will provide 
critical insights into how the replacement of LC in the epidermis from blood precursors is 
controlled.  This is important due to the critical role of epidermal LC density in cutaneous 
diseases such as exzema, melanoma and Langerhans cell histiocytosis.  Systemic 
treatments which modulate the maturation of LC precursors might become possible with 
an understanding of the normal pathway(s) for LC precursor maturation.  The likelihood 
of such therapies having limited side effect may be enhanced by the uniqueness of 
requirements for the development of LC precursors as opposed to those for other types of 
dendritic cells. 



E. Human Subjects – NA 
 
F. Vertebrate Animals 
 
 Mice were chosen for this project due to economy, ease of handling and the 
knowledge base concerning Langerhans cells, their physiology and function available in 
this species.  Three hundred mice/year will be required in order to generate statistically 
significant data.  Mice will be sacrificed by CO2 inhalation (this method of euthanasia is 
approved by the Panel on Euthanasia of the American Veterinary Association) prior to 
removal of skin and/or harvest of spleen and lymph nodes.  All subsequent procedures 
will be performed in vitro.  Therefore the only distress which will accompany these 
procedures will be that involved in euthanasia. 
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Biographical Sketch (cont.) 
Research Projects During the Last Three Years: Langerhans cell modulation by 
superantigens, the overall goal of the project was to gain a better understanding of the 
pathway by which superantigens induce Langerhans cell migration, as PI Dr. Burnham 
administered the project and supervised and guided undergraduate and graduate student 
assistants, funding source - NIH Academic Enhancement Award (terminates 4-31-'00).  
There is no overlap between this project and the one proposed within this 
document.Experience in supervising student research:During my thirteen years as a 
faculty member, I have supervised the work of over twenty undergraduate students 
through work study, direct salaried positions, projects for course credit, university 
scholarships and honors courses.  Approximately half of these students became co-
authors on published articles.  I have also supervised the research of seven graduate 
students. 
 
Section G 
 
Funds received: 
Recent: National Institutes of Health Academic Research Enhancement Award, $74,142, 
5-1-'99 - 4-30-'00, Langerhans Cell Modulation by Superantigens.Current:None 
 
Section H 
Other funding sources for this project - none. 
 
Resources 
Other:  
 
Student Profile: Almost a third of the undergraduates in our department (with 
approximately 20 baccalaureate graduates annually) apply for entry into professional 
medical schools and approximately one fifth apply for entrance into health related Ph.D. 
programs.  Our health professions adviser on campus has informed me that about 55 
baccalaureate graduates from OSU enter Medical, Dental or Optometry schools each year 
with another 25 or so entering health related academic doctoral programs for a total of 80 
OSU graduates entering health related doctoral programs per year.  The acceptance rate 
for OSU students who applied for entry into health related professional programs last 
year (‘02/’3 academic year) was as follows: Medical, 66%; Dental, 56%; Podiatry, 100%; 
and Optometry, 75%.   
 
Description of the school: Although Oklahoma State University is a doctoral degree 
granting institution with a significant research component only a minor component of this 
research is health related.  Therefore, our sizable number of students who are medically 
oriented have limited numbers of labs in which they can gain medical research 
experience.  Awards such as the NIH-AREA award allow investigators to pursue these 
kinds of projects and engage our sizable population of medically oriented students. 
 
Impact: Over the past 8 years, of undergraduate students who have performed 
research under the guidance of the PI, 4 have entered graduate programs in Biomedical 



fields, 3 have entered medical schools and 1 has entered podiatry school.  Over the PI’s 
total career, 13 undergraduate graduate students have been listed as co-authors on his 
peer-reviewed journal publications.   As a PI I greatly enjoy working with undergraduate 
students.  Although they do not have the level of sophistication of graduate students, they 
are often, in many ways, more teachable and more likely to seek guidance when things go 
wrong.  Many of these students refer to this exposure to research as their most engaging 
experience in college.  NIH-AREA support will definitely result in the engagement of 
undergraduate students in my lab both as paid employees, for credit hours and 
occasionally just for the fun of it.  One such student will work on a portion of one of the 
specific aims under the direct supervision of the PI. Such support would also make it 
possible to provide support for one ongoing Master Degree student and an additional 
graduate student. 
 


